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Abstract With the full Tevatron Run II and early LHC data
samples, the opportunity for furthering our understanding of
the properties of the top quark has never been more promis-
ing. Although the current knowledge of the top quark comes
largely from Tevatron measurements, the experiments at the
LHC are poised to probe top-quark production and decay in
unprecedented regimes. Although no current top quark mea-
surements conclusively contradict predictions from the stan-
dard model, the precision of most measurements remains
statistically limited. Additionally, some measurements, most
notably AFB in top quark pair production, show tantaliz-
ing hints of beyond-the-Standard-Model dynamics. The top
quark sample is growing rapidly at the LHC, with initial re-
sults now public. This review examines the current status of
top quark measurements in the particular light of searching
for evidence of new physics, either through direct searches
for beyond the standard model phenomena or indirectly via
precise measurements of standard model top quark proper-
ties.

1 Introduction

The observation of the top quark at the Tevatron in 1995
marked the end of the search for the isospin partner to the
bottom quark, completing the three-generation structure of
the quark sector in the Standard Model. Yet, it also marked
the beginning of the quest to understand why the top quark
is so different from the other quarks. The very feature that
allowed the top quark to evade experimental detection for
so long—its extraordinarily high mass—is also the cause of
most of its unusual properties. The 173.2 GeV/c2 mass of
the top quark [1] makes it roughly forty times more massive
than the next most massive quark, the bottom quark, and
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over 10 000 times more massive than the up quark. Perhaps
even more striking is that, as a fundamental object believed
to possess no internal structure, the top quark is more mas-
sive than the first seventy-four elements in the periodic table.

The top quark’s large mass has phenomenological impli-
cations as well. Foremost, because the top quark is more
massive than the W boson, top quark decays proceed rapidly
through the electroweak interaction via an on-shell W be-
fore the top quark has a chance to form a hadronic bound
state. This makes the top quark the only quark whose prop-
erties can be studied without the complications of disentan-
gling hadronization effects. Furthermore, because |Vtb| ∼ 1
in the Standard Model, the top quark decays to a W boson
and a b almost 100 % of the time, producing a signature
quite distinct from the collimated hadronic jets that signal
the production of lighter quarks. Finally, as a result of its
large mass, a significant fraction (roughly 70 % in the Stan-
dard Model) of the W bosons produced in top quark decays
are longitudinally polarized.

Beyond the phenomenological implications, the large top
quark mass raises deeper questions. In the Standard Model,
quark masses arise from the quarks’ couplings to the Higgs
boson. The large top quark mass implies the top quark has
a particularly large coupling to the Higgs boson. In fact, the
specific value of the top quark mass implies a Yukawa cou-
pling to the Higgs very near unity. From this perspective it
might be more appropriate to ask why the rest of the quarks
have such an unnaturally small coupling to the Higgs rather
than asking why the top quark mass is so large. Regardless
of whether the Higgs mechanism provides the correct ex-
planation for the electroweak symmetry breaking, the large
top quark mass raises the possibility that the top quark may
have some special connection to or play some special role
in the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. Sev-
eral alternative models to the Higgs picture of electroweak
symmetry breaking, such as the top quark see-saw theory [2]
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or top-color-assisted technicolor [3] posit such a role for the
top quark.

The primary focus of much of today’s top quark physics
is the search for some evidence of physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model—in particular new physics that would help to
explain the top quark’s singular differences in comparison
with the rest of the quark sector. Strategies in the search for
new physics associated with the top quark fall broadly into
two categories: First there are the direct searches for new
physics associated with top quark production or decay. Ex-
amples include searching for new heavy resonances decay-
ing into top quarks or searching for new particles produced
in top quark decays. An alternative strategy is to measure
properties of the top quark predicted within the Standard
Model, such as its production cross section, both inclusively
and differentially, as well as its decay branching fractions,
looking for deviations compared to the Standard Model pre-
dictions. This review considers analyses of both types and
summarizes the current experimental picture of top quark
physics.

1.1 Accelerators and the top quark

It is impossible to relate the tale of the top quark without
mentioning the two accelerators that to date are the only lo-
cations where top quarks have been produced in a laboratory
setting. The first accelerator to produce top quarks was the
Tevatron located at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
in Batavia, Illinois in the United States. The Tevatron col-
lides protons with antiprotons in a 6.28 km circumference
ring. When it began colliding beams operations in 1985, the
center of mass energy was 1.8 TeV, and before the end of
the first collider run, referred to as Run I, it had achieved in-
stantaneous luminosities in excess of 1.1 × 1031 cm−2 s−1.
Nearly ten years after the start of Tevatron operations, the
CDF [4–7] and D0 [8] experiments jointly announced first
observation of top quark pair production using 67 pb−1

and 50 pb−1 of integrated luminosity respectively [9, 10].
Shortly after the top quark observation, the Tevatron shut
down for upgrades both to the maximum beam energy and
luminosity, and in 2001, the second Tevatron run, known as
Run II, began, with a center of mass energy of 1.96 TeV.
Roughly eight years later, with a dataset corresponding to
3.2 fb−1 at CDF and 2.1 fb−1 at D0, both experiments
announced observation of production of single top quarks
through the electroweak interaction [11, 12]. The long time
delay and large difference in dataset size needed for the ob-
servation of single top quark production compared to top
quark pair production is a testament to the experimental dif-
ficulty of extracting the small single top signal from the large
backgrounds. On Sep. 30, 2011, after 26 years of colliding
beams, the Tevatron accelerator ceased operations. Over that
time period, the Tevatron delivered an integrated luminosity

of almost 12 fb−1 and achieved instantaneous luminosities
as high as 4.1 × 1032 cm−2 s−1. A wide range of top quark
analysis continues to be pursued using this dataset both at
CDF and D0.

In March of 2010, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) lo-
cated at the CERN laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland, sig-
nificantly extended the energy frontier, reaching a center of
mass energy of 7 TeV. The LHC is designed to collide pro-
tons with protons in a 26.7 km circumference ring. Using
the roughly 35 pb−1 of integrated luminosity delivered at
7 TeV in 2010, both ATLAS [13] and CMS [14] experiments
measured the top quark pair production cross section. By
2011, electroweak single top quark production had been ob-
served, and the full complement of top quark measurements
and searches for new physics were well underway. As of
the end of pp running in 2011, the LHC has delivered over
5.6 fb−1 of integrated luminosity to the ATLAS and CMS
experiments, reaching a maximum instantaneous luminosity
of 3.6 × 1033 cm−2 s−1. Over the coming years the LHC is
expected to gradually increase the instantaneous luminosity
to 1034 cm−2 s−1 or beyond and the center of mass energy
up to a maximum of 14 TeV.

Aside from the obvious differences related to the higher
center of mass energy and luminosities, there are a few im-
portant distinctions between the collider environments at the
Tevatron and the LHC. Perhaps most significantly, because
of the higher beam energy, and the lack of valence anti-
quarks in the LHC beams, gluon initiated top production
plays a dominant role at the LHC, and processes involving
antiquarks, such as pair production through qq̄ annihilation
or s-channel single top production, have a smaller cross sec-
tion. In contrast, at the Tevatron, qq̄ annihilation dominates
top pair production. This is particularly relevant for any new
physics models where contributions to the top quark sample
proceed through qq̄ annihilation. Furthermore, the symmet-
ric nature of the initial state at the LHC means that there
is no natural way of defining a “forward” or “backwards”
direction, increasing the challenge of pursuing such mea-
surements as the forward–backward asymmetry AFB in top
pair production. Finally, as the LHC luminosities continue
to push to ever increasing levels, the LHC is experiencing
never before encountered levels of so-called pile-up from
additional pp collisions overlapping with the collision of
interest. These differences in environment can lead to dif-
ferent measurement strategies being produced at the LHC
compared to similar analyses performed at the Tevatron.

1.2 Dominant production mechanism for top quarks

The top quark has color charge, so it can be produced
through strong interactions. What makes its cross section
so low with respect to generic collider inelastic interac-
tions is its very large mass and the fact that it is produced
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in pairs via the strong interaction, thus probing high x re-
gion of PDFs. Top quark pair production at hadron colliders
happens through quark–antiquark annihilation and gluon–
gluon fusion. The former is dominant at the Tevatron col-
lider where the valence u(ū) quark contribution dominates
in the proton (antiproton). There are no ū valence quarks in
the LHC colliding protons, so the corresponding parton den-
sity functions (PDF) are very small. On the other hand only
a relatively small fraction of the proton’s energy is needed to
produce top quarks at the 7 TeV LHC collisions; this energy
range is where the gluon PDF dominate. The fraction of top
quarks produced through quark–antiquark annihilation and
gluon–gluon fusion is respectively 85 % (15 %) at the Teva-
tron and 15 % (85 %) at the LHC. Leading-order Feynman
diagrams for top quark productions are shown in Fig. 1. The
total cross section is approximately 7.5 pb at the 1.96 TeV
pp̄ collisions at the Tevatron, and 160 pb at the 7 TeV pp

collisions of the LHC [15–24]. For a review summarizing
the current status of top production calculations at NLO and
with approximate higher-order corrections, see [25].

Top quarks can also be produced singly at hadron collid-
ers. This production happens through electroweak diagrams
in the s- or t-channel, or through associated production with
a W boson, as shown in Fig. 2. The respective cross sections
at the Tevatron are approximately 1 pb, 2 pb and 0.3 pb [26–
32]. The rise in the cross section at the LHC is again a func-
tion of the number of gluons in the initial state: the s-channel
production is approximately 5 pb, the t-channel is approxi-
mately 64 pb, and the Wt production cross sections reaches
approximately 16 pb [31, 33, 34].

The top quark is the least understood quark due to the
much smaller datasets available when compared to the other
quarks. In principle, any sizable deviation in the produc-
tion rate or in the final state kinematics of top quark events,

Fig. 1 Tree-level LO Feynman diagrams that contribute to t t̄ produc-
tion

Fig. 2 Feynman diagrams for single top quark production. Repre-
sented are (a) a LO s-channel diagram, (b) a NLO t -channel diagram,
and (c) a NLO Wt production diagram

would be a sign of new physics. There are several theoreti-
cally well-motivated models that would predict new physics
affecting top quark samples. A fourth generation of heavy
quarks is allowed by the SM fit to the existing precision
measurement of electroweak observables, and would al-
low for the right size of CP violation in the universe [35].
These exotic quarks would appear in detectors very simi-
larly to events with SM top quark production. Heavy reso-
nances, with properties similar to the known vector bosons
Z and W that appear for example in dynamical electroweak
symmetry-breaking schemes [3, 36] would affect either or
both pair and single top quark production. Supersymme-
try theory (SUSY) in combination with the existing col-
lider constraints on SUSY suggest that the supersymmetric
partners of the third generation quarks could be the light-
est SUSY squarks [37]. The production and decay of stop
quarks would appear kinematically similar to SM top quark
production.

1.3 Top quark decay modes

Due to its lifetime being shorter than the hadronization time,
the top quark is different from other quarks in that the SM
predicts it does not produce resonances. Using precision
measurements of CKM parameters and the constraint of its
unitarity, the top quark is predicted to decay 99.8 % of the
time into a W boson and a b quark. The W boson decays
67.6 % of the time in ud̄ or cs̄ [38] (the conjugate decays
implied for the oppositely charged W boson) and the re-
maining times into a charged lepton � and the correspond-
ing neutrino ν� in the isodoublet. The single top quark decay
modes are thus completely specified. Pair production of top
quarks leaves a more complex picture: depending on both W

boson decays, one is left with a many-quarks final state (“all-
hadronic’), a final state composed of four quarks, a charged
and a neutral lepton (“lepton+jets”) or a final state with two

Fig. 3 Final states of the t t̄ system
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jets, two charged leptons and two neutral leptons (“dilep-
ton”). The relative fractions are 46.2 %, 43.5 % and 10.3 %;
a schematic representation is shown in Fig. 3.

2 Analysis techniques

2.1 Identifying top events

Top quarks are distinguished from the backgrounds in large
part because of the distinctiveness of their event signature,
involving some combination of high energy leptons, jets (in-
cluding jets originating from b quarks), and a significant
amount of missing transverse energy

/
ET. Therefore, the first

step of any top quark analysis is identifying the appropriate
combination of these signatures.

2.1.1 Leptons

In most cases, the term lepton for a top quark analysis refers
specifically to electrons and muons. Unless explicitly noted,
tau leptons are not included, although electrons and muons
produced in leptonic tau decays can contribute. Because they
are relatively easy to identify, compared to jets and

/
ET, lep-

tons are used in the trigger for many top quark analyses.
The kinematic requirements necessary to produce reason-
able trigger rates often determine the lepton acceptance for
these analyses.

Dilepton and lepton plus jets analyses at CDF utilize data
collected with a trigger involving a single electron or muon
with transverse momentum pT > 18 GeV/c within the pseu-
dorapidity1 range |η| < 2.0 for electrons and |η| < 1.1 for
muons. These leptons are then identified offline, requiring
pT > 20 GeV, as well as such additional requirements as
having a large ratio of electromagnetic to hadronic energy
and consistent shower profile for electrons, or a high qual-
ity of the track-muon matching for muons. Additional, non-
triggered leptons, such as the second lepton in a dilepton
event, or leptons collected on jet- and

/
ET-based triggers

are allowed to pass looser requirements. Forward muons
(1.1 < |η| < 1.6) and isolated tracks are sometimes used
to increase the muon acceptance. To suppress leptons from
heavy quark decays or hadrons faking leptons, leptons are
often required to be isolated, meaning that the ratio between
the ET contained in a cone �R < 0.4 around the lepton and
the lepton pT is less than 0.1.

The D0 experiment uses a similar approach: The D0 sin-
gle lepton trigger thresholds range from 15 GeV to 80 GeV
for electrons and from 10 GeV to 15 GeV for muons.

1Pseudorapidity η is related to the polar angle with respect to the beam
direction θ as follows: η = − ln[tan(θ/2)]. For a massless particle, η is
equivalent to rapidity y.

D0 supplements these single object triggers with a collection
of triggers requiring a single lepton with varying pT thresh-
olds plus a jet. Offline leptons are selected by requiring
pT > 20 GeV. Muons are reconstructed in the range |η| <

2.0 while electrons must have |η| < 1.1. Isolated tracks are
also used to extend the muon acceptance.

ATLAS and CMS are able to trigger on electrons and
muons over a significantly wider η range than the Teva-
tron experiments. The ATLAS trigger accepts electrons with
ET > 22 GeV and |η| < 2.47, while the muon trigger al-
lows muons with pT > 18 GeV and |η| < 2.5. Offline
thresholds for electrons and muons are ET > 25 GeV and
pT > 20 GeV respectively. CMS triggers on single elec-
trons ranging from ET > 27 GeV to 42 GeV, depending
on the instantaneous luminosity and whether extra jets are
required in the trigger. For muons, the threshold ranges
from pT > 17 GeV/c to 30 GeV/c. Offline these thresh-
olds range from ET > 30 GeV to 45 GeV for electrons and
pT > 20 GeV/c to 33 GeV/c for muons. For CMS, the muon
acceptance ranges from |η| < 2.1 to 2.5, while electrons are
identified in the range |η| < 2.5.

2.1.2 Jets

Depending on the decay topology, top quark events will have
between two and six jets, with up to two of these originating
from b quarks. Identifying energetic jets is key to separating
the top signal from the backgrounds.

CDF and D0 use similar jet reconstruction and identi-
fication algorithms [39, 40]. Both experiments reconstruct
jets with a cone-based algorithm that clusters calorimeter
energy deposits into jets. Jet energies are corrected to ac-
count for gain variations across the detector, non-linear en-
ergy response, and activity from pile-up. The jet energies
are then calibrated to reproduce the energy of the final state
hadrons contained in the jet cone. Additional corrections to
parton-level (in some cases specific to the top quark events)
are employed where appropriate (for example, in the top
mass measurement). Both CDF and D0 require jets to have
ET > 20 GeV. D0 jets are reconstructed with a cone size of
0.5 and required to have |η| < 2.5. At CDF, jets are recon-
structed with a cone size of 0.4 and |η| < 2.0.

Both ATLAS and CMS reconstruct jets using an anti-
kT algorithm [41]. ATLAS reconstructs jets by clustering
together topological energy clusters within the calorimeter
above certain energy thresholds using R = 0.4. Energies are
corrected from the EM scale to the hadronic scale using
pT - and η-dependent correction factors, and then the abso-
lute jet energy scale is calibrated using test beam data and
Monte Carlo simulated collisions. Jets with pT > 25 GeV
and |η| < 2.5 are considered for top quark analyses.

CMS incorporates tracking information in its jet re-
construction, using one of two algorithms: The Jet Plus
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Track (JPT) algorithm improves jet energy measurements by
combining tracking information into jets first reconstructed
in the calorimeter alone. Corrections are made based on
the measurements of track momentum both for tracks that
project into the area of the jet cone as well as those that
project outside. The second approach taken at CMS is
particle-flow jet reconstruction. The particle flow algorithm
attempts to use the full CMS detector to associate all mea-
sured energies correctly to one of the following categories:
electrons, muons, taus, photons, charged hadrons, and neu-
tral hadrons. Once the various components are identified,
charged and neutral hadrons, plus non-isolated leptons and
photons are clustered into jets. Both jet reconstruction tech-
niques use a size R = 0.5. To be considered for top quark
analyses, jets should have pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5.

For t-channel single top analyses, it is important to be
able to identify and reconstruct jets as far forward as pos-
sible, because typically one of the two jets in this signature
is in the forward region. Therefore, single top analyses typ-
ically extend the |η| of jets used in their analyses. CDF ex-
tends its jet η range to |η| < 2.8, while D0 uses |η| < 3.4.
ATLAS and CMS extend their jet η ranges to 4.5 and 5.0
respectively.

2.1.3 b-Tagging

Because the top quark nearly always decays into a W boson
and a b quark, identifying jets that originate from b quarks is
a powerful way to distinguish top production from its back-
grounds, as well as to help resolve jet-to-parton matching
when reconstructing top quark kinematics. Algorithms for
identifying b-quark jets (referred to as b-tagging algorithms)
typically rely on the long lifetime of the B hadron, either ex-
plicitly reconstructing a displaced vertex from the B decay,
or by identifying tracks with high impact parameters origi-
nating from the B decay.

The CDF experiment primarily uses the SECVTX b-
tagging algorithm [6] based on reconstructing displaced
secondary vertices using the intersection of at least two
displaced tracks. As an alternative, the JETPROB algo-
rithm [42] is sometimes used. In this algorithm, the tracks in
a jet are examined and a probability is calculated for all the
tracks, based on their impact parameters, to have originated
from the primary vertex. Some CDF analyses also make
use of an artificial neural network (ANN) applied after the
SECVTX to increase the purity of the b-tagged sample. The
ANN uses input variables related to the tagged secondary
vertex, like the decay length, number of tracks, and invari-
ant mass of the tracks associated to the vertex, to discrimi-
nate between real b-jets and tags of jets that do not originate
from a b quark (mistags). This ANN variable is typically
used as an input to other multivariate analysis methods. The
efficiency of the SECVTX algorithm is approximately 45 %
with a mistag rate around 1 %.

D0 uses b-tagging algorithm that combines variables
from several b-tagging approaches using an ANN [43]. This
tagging algorithm combines the features of three tagging
algorithms: The secondary vertex tagger (SVT) is based
on reconstructed vertices, while the jet lifetime probability
(JLIP) and counting signed impact parameter (CSIP) taggers
are based on tracks with high impact parameters. The JLIP

tagger computes a probability for the jet to originate from
the primary vertex, while the CSIP tagger requires a certain
number of high-impact-parameter tracks. The ANN tagger
uses variables related to each of these algorithms, such as
the significance of the decay length of the secondary vertex,
the invariant mass of the tracks included in the vertex, the
JLIP probability, and the number of CSIP tracks. By combin-
ing information from multiple taggers, the ANN tagger is
able to achieve a significantly higher efficiency for a com-
parable fake rate to the other tagging algorithms. With this
tagger, different operating points may be selected to balance
efficiency versus mistag rate. For example, the D0 single top
analysis uses an operating point that yields 47 % b-jet effi-
ciency for a mistag rate of 0.5 % [44].

The CMS experiment uses three different b-tagging algo-
rithms [45, 46]. The simple secondary vertex (SSV) tagger
reconstructs displaced vertices using two or more charged
particle tracks. The jet probability (JP) tagger computes the
probability that the tracks in the jet come from the primary
vertex, using the impact parameters of the tracks. A variant
of the JP algorithm, known as the JBP algorithm, gives in-
creased weight to the four tracks with the highest impact pa-
rameter. Finally the track counting (TC) algorithm is based
on counting the number of tracks with significant impact
parameters. Each of these algorithms has multiple operat-
ing points, allowing an optimization of tagging efficiency
(which ranges from 36 % to 82 %) and mistag rate (ranging
from 0.2 % to 13 %).

ATLAS has implemented two main algorithms for
b-tagging [47]: The JETFITTER algorithm is based on re-
constructed vertices significantly displaced from the pri-
mary vertex. In contrast, the IP3D tagger uses the impact
parameters—both longitudinal and transverse—of the tracks
in the jet to compute the probability that the jet originates
from the primary vertex. These two algorithms are combined
using an ANN to yield an efficiency of 60 % for b jets and
approximately a 0.3 % mistag rate.

2.1.4 Missing transverse energy

Leptonic W bosons decays, associated with top quark de-
cays, produce energetic neutrinos that cannot be directly de-
tected. Instead, the presence of these neutrinos have to be in-
ferred by looking at the transverse momentum balance of the
visible particles in the detector. To account for both charged
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and neutral particles, this momentum balance is usually cal-
culated using energies measured in the calorimeter, weight-
ing the energy in each calorimeter tower by the sine of
the polar angle sin θ . The vector sum of these weighted
calorimeter energies is called the missing transverse en-
ergy

/
ET. At CDF and D0, the

/
ET calculated from the raw

calorimeter energy deposits, and then corrections are applied
based on the calibrated energies for reconstructed objects,
like jets, photons, and electrons. Minimum ionizing parti-
cles such as muons are particularly important to correct for
because, unlike other particles, they do not deposit much of
their energy in the calorimeter. At ATLAS and CMS the

/
ET

is calculated starting from calibrated quantities: topological
clusters at ATLAS and particle flow candidates at CMS.

2.2 Signal and background modeling

2.2.1 Top pair and single top production

Top quark production is simulated through a variety of
Monte Carlo programs. For top quark pair production, the
tree level process is usually described by Leading Order
(LO) Monte Carlo simulations such as PYTHIA [48], ALP-
GEN [49] and MADGRAPH [50] respectively by the CDF,
D0 and CMS collaborations. The latter two collaborations
model t t̄ production through several LO diagrams represent-
ing each t t̄ plus zero, one, two or three extra partons; the
events are then summed to describe extra radiation at tree
level. The ATLAS collaboration uses the Next-to-Leading-
Order (NLO) Monte Carlo program MC@NLO [51] to de-
scribe t t̄ production. Single top quark production happens
through the s- and t-channel diagrams, or in associated tW

production, where the latter is negligible at the Tevatron pp̄

collisions. Its production is modeled by MADGRAPH by the
CDF and CMS collaborations and SINGLETOP [52] by the
D0 collaboration. ATLAS uses MC@NLO to model the sin-
gle top quark production. Several other Monte Carlo pro-
grams have been used either to evaluate possible systematic
biases induced by the choice of the default program, or to
suit analysis-specific needs.

All tree-level computations are passed to PYTHIA for par-
ton shower, hadronization and underlying event, with the ex-
ception of MC@NLO that is passed to HERWIG [53] for par-
ton shower/hadronization, and to the subroutine JIMMY [54]
for the description of the underlying event. The most com-
mon choice for parton distribution functions set (PDF) is
the CTEQ one [55–57]. Tau decays are simulated through
the TAUOLA [58] package. The decayed particles are then
passed to a full detector response simulation produced using
the GEANT [59] program. Pile-up events are added to the
primary collisions through either Monte Carlo simulation or
adding real collisions recorded by means of minimum bias
triggers.

2.2.2 Backgrounds

In top quark analyses there are two major categories of back-
grounds: vector boson (W or Z referred to collectively as
V ) plus jets and multijet QCD. The predominant technique
used to model V + jets production is the matched matrix ele-
ment plus parton shower (ME + PS) approach. Exact matrix
elements for V plus different numbers of partons are calcu-
lated at leading order precision. Parton-level events gener-
ated with these leading-order matrix elements are then fed to
a parton shower MC, like PYTHIA or HERWIG to account for
the effects of parton shower, hadronization, and the decays
of unstable particles. However, there is a double-counting of
the phase space that can be populated both by V +N parton
events and V + (N − 1) parton events with hard radiation
from the parton shower. To remove this double-counting, a
matching scheme is needed to veto some events from each
sample. The primary matching scheme used is the MLM
matching scheme [60], but the CKKW scheme [61, 62] is
also sometimes studied.

D0 and CDF use ALPGEN + PYTHIA to model V +jets
production, including matrix elements up to V + 5 and 4
partons respectively. Events including b and c quarks are
produced as dedicated samples, including the effects of the
heavy quark mass. ATLAS models V + jets production using
ALPGEN + HERWIG/JIMMY, again with the events including
b and c quarks being generated separately. At CMS, V +
jets processes are modeled with MADGRAPH + PYTHIA.
At CMS, heavy flavor quarks are treated as massless and
their generation is included in the generation of the rest of
the V +jets events.

QCD multijet processes are difficult to model with Monte
Carlo. Typically, this process is modeled using one or more
side-band regions in the data. The specific side-band region
depends on the top signature being studied. For example, in
lepton + jets analyses, the QCD multijet background is typ-
ically modeled using a side-band where the lepton fails one
or more selection requirements, like lepton isolation. For the
all hadronic signature, the QCD multijet background is mod-
eled using a sample with relaxed b-tagging or kinematic se-
lection requirements. In the event that a Monte Carlo model
for this process is required, typically ALPGEN or MAD-
GRAPH plus PYTHIA or HERWIG is used to simulate mul-
tijet production. In some cases, PYTHIA or HERWIG dijet
production is sufficient.

Additional electroweak backgrounds, such as diboson
WW/WZ/ZZ production, are usually modeled with
PYTHIA (at CDF, D0, and CMS) or HERWIG (at ATLAS).

2.3 Pair production

2.3.1 Lepton + jets final state

Although commonly referred to as the “lepton + jets” fi-
nal state, this signature generally encompasses only μ+jets
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and e+jets final states. Final states involving τ leptons are
typically handled separately, as described below. This sig-
nature offers a number of advantages for top quark analyses.
The single energetic charged lepton provides a convenient
signal for triggering on these events. This signature occurs
in approximately 30 % of top quark pair production events
(neglecting events with taus), offering good compromise be-
tween the purity offered by leptonic W decays and the statis-
tics offered by the hadronic W branching fraction. Because
only the z-component of the neutrino goes unmeasured, the
kinematics of the top quark pair final state can be fully re-
constructed by constraining the charged lepton and the neu-
trino to give the W boson mass, and requiring the same mass
for the two reconstructed top quarks.

The primary backgrounds for this signature are irre-
ducible W+jets production (with and without additional
heavy flavor quarks) and QCD multijet production where
one of the several jets fakes a lepton signature. For typ-
ical event selections before b-tagging is applied (referred
to as the “pretag” selection), the signal (S) to background
(B) ratio S:B ranges from approximately 1:1 to 1:5 depend-
ing on the number of jets required and the kinematic selec-
tion requirements. Although the purity in the pretag sam-
ple is insufficient to allow a determination of the top quark
cross section simply by counting events, it is possible to
extract a robust top quark signal by fitting either a single
kinematic distribution or multiple kinematic variables com-
bined using a multivariate analysis technique (MVA). Alter-
natively, the signal purity can be substantially enhanced by
requiring the presence of one or more b-tagged jets. Using
b-tagging, the S:B can be improved to approximately 2:1
or more. The primary challenge for extracting the top sig-
nature in the b-tagged sample is understanding the rates of
W+bottom and W+charm production. Theoretical predic-
tions are not sufficiently reliable at this time, so techniques
to extract these rates from data have to be used.

2.3.2 Dilepton final state

As with the lepton + jets final state, only electrons and
muons are considered as the “leptons” of this signature. Al-
though this signature has the smallest branching fraction
(around 5 % after neglecting events with taus), it provides
by far the cleanest signature. The two energetic, isolated
charged leptons from the two W bosons decays make this
signature easy to trigger on, and the significant amount of/
ET from two neutrinos and the two energetic b-jets make
this channel easy to separate from the main backgrounds.
Drell–Yan production is the dominant background; because
it is difficult to predict accurately the

/
ET tails, this back-

ground is often extracted from data by looking at the
/
ET tails

around the Z boson mass peak. Another challenging back-
ground that frequently is extracted from data, is the back-
ground for fake leptons. Events from the W+ jets process

can be reconstructed in the dilepton final state if one of the
jets in the event fakes a charged lepton of opposite sign to
the charged lepton from the W decay. In addition, QCD mul-
tijets will contribute if there are two jets providing opposite-
sign charged lepton fakes. Despite these backgrounds, it is
common for dilepton event selections to achieve signal to
background ratios in excess of 2:1 with channels like the
double-b-tagged eμ sample having virtually no background.
Aside from the lack of statistics, the main challenge of using
the dilepton channel comes from the presence of two neutri-
nos whose four-momenta cannot be measured.

2.3.3 All-hadronic final state

This signature has several advantages: the branching ratio
BR ≈ 46 % is the largest of all decay modes. Also, the jet
energy can be measured using only the calorimeter, and the
calorimeter coverage is usually broader than the spectrome-
ter coverage for collider detectors, allowing maximal accep-
tance to the signal. Also, one can in principle reconstruct the
full final state kinematics.

On the other hand, given that it is extremely difficult to
identify the charge or flavor of the quark originating the jets,
the number of permutation is very large. For the same rea-
son, it is very difficult to discern the top quark from the
antitop quark, making several measurements unfeasible in
this decay mode. The QCD multijet final state is the most
common at a hadron collider, thus isolating the t t̄ signal in
this signature requires a detailed understanding of the QCD
kinematics and topology. The production of six jets in the
final state is poorly understood at theoretical level. It is thus
important to utilize the collider data itself to derive a model
for the QCD background in this complex final state.

2.3.4 Events with taus

Approximately 20 % of top quark pair events appear with
third generation leptons in the final state. Tau leptons are
the most difficult to identify at hadron colliders, due to the
multiple ways in which they can appear in the detector. The
branching ratio of tau leptons to one or more charged and/or
neutral hadron and a tau neutrino is the largest, BR(τ →
hadrons + ντ ) ∼ 65 %. Hadronically decaying taus appear
as narrow jets; this signature is easily mimicked by hadronic
jets or electrons. The decays of tau into lighter leptons has
a lower BR(τ → �ν�ντ , � = e,μ) ∼ 35 % and can hardly
be discriminated from electrons or muons produced from
W decays. Tau identification algorithms generally therefore
focus on hadronic tau decays.

Due to the large fake rate in tau identification algorithms,
the requirement of a tau, large missing transverse energy and
jets is not sufficient to produce a sample with reasonable sig-
nal purity. The most common choice is thus to identify the
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additional electron or muon in the dilepton final state, in or-
der to increase purity. In lepton+jets events where the � = τ ,
it is helpful to suppress the dominant QCD background by
taking advantage of the different kinematic and topological
characteristics of these events, similarly to the what is done
in the all-hadronic final state [63].

Ultimately, the most effective way to collect top events
with taus in the final state has been proven to be by requir-
ing large missing transverse energy, several jets out of which
at least one is identified as a b-jet, and vetoing the presence
of electrons or muons. By exploiting again the peculiar kine-
matics of the signal events—either by means of a cut based
event selection or through a multivariate event selection—
it is possible to isolate a kinematic region with large signal
purity.

All of the above choices will leave the remaining top lep-
tonic events as a background to the tauonic signal.

2.4 Single top

2.4.1 Lepton + jets final state

Unlike top quark pair production, in single top quark pro-
duction, there is only one W boson from the top quark decay
to provide a charged lepton. Therefore (except for the asso-
ciated tW channel which will be discussed momentarily),
there is no dileptonic final state, and the lepton + jets final
state provides the cleanest event signature. As in top quark
pair production, the lepton + jets signature typically only
involves the electron and muon, leaving the tau channel for
the

/
ET+ jets signature. For single top quark production, this

signature consists of a charged lepton,
/
ET from the neutrino

decay, and two to three jets, of which, one or two originate
from a b quark. Because this signature involves fewer jets
than top pair production, the backgrounds are substantially
more challenging, and extracting the signal without the use
of b-tagging is not feasible. Even with b-tagging, the typical
signal to background ratio in this channel begins at roughly
1:20 at the Tevatron or 1:7 at the LHC. Therefore, extraction
of the single top quark production signature typically relies
on a combination of b-tagging, and multivariate kinematic
discriminants.

Because the associated tW -channel involves the decay
of an additional W boson produced in association with the
top quark, this signature differs slightly from the t-channel
and s-channel production. The W decay provides either an
additional jet or an extra charged lepton and

/
ET compared

to the other single top production channels. This signature
is only relevant at the LHC because the production cross
section at the Tevatron is negligibly small.

2.4.2 Events with taus

The extraction of single top signal from the kinematically
similar W+jets background has been a major challenge in

events with well identified electrons and muons; the isola-
tion of single top events with taus in the final state poses an
even greater challenge, as in addition to the W+jets back-
ground with real taus, QCD multijet process contribute to
the sample whenever a jet originating from a quark or gluon
is misidentified as a tau jet.

Similarly to the analyses of events where top quarks are
produced in pairs, leptonically decaying taus are implicitly
included in analyses that collect electrons and muons. As
of the writing of this document, only CDF and D0 collab-
oration measured the single top production cross section in
events with taus. Two different strategies have been set for-
ward in both the triggering strategy and the isolation of tau
events at the two collaborations. The CDF experiment an-
alyzes events collected from a trigger path requiring large
missing transverse energy from the neutrino, and two ener-
getic jets, while the D0 experiment analyzes events collected
from a multitude of triggers typically requiring large energy
deposit in the calorimeter due to jet activity. Events with
identified electrons or muons are rejected.

The two collaborations have also implemented different
strategies to address the otherwise dominant QCD back-
ground to events with hadronically decaying taus. The D0
collaboration [64], uses a multivariate tau identification al-
gorithm to suppress the QCD multijet production where a jet
mimics a tau. The CDF collaboration [65] does not attempt
to explicitly identify taus, but rather focuses on suppressing
the QCD contribution through multivariate techniques, ex-
ploiting the different QCD kinematics and topology. In both
scenarios, single top decays including electrons and muons
will contaminate the tauonic signal.

3 Experimental results

3.1 Top quark pair and single production cross section

Measurements of the top quark production cross section are
good tests of perturbative QCD. Deviations in the observed
cross sections from the predictions provided by theory could
indicate the presence of new physics. Further, precise under-
standing of the top-quark pair and single top quark produc-
tion cross sections enable searches for new physics in which
these processes pose significant backgrounds. Hence, mea-
surements of the top-quark production cross sections are im-
portant components of the LHC and Tevatron physics pro-
grams.

At CDF and D0, the t t cross section has been measured
in many different channels. See Table 1 for a summary of
a selection of recently published Tevatron results [66–71].
Due to channel-dependent background composition and the
t t branching ratios to the various accessible final states, each
channel pursued in the measurement of σtt has its own purity
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Table 1 Summary of published
Tevatron results on the t t

production cross section. All
measured σtt assume a
top-quark mass of
172.5 GeV/c2

Channel Experiment Lint (fb−1) σtt (pb)

�+jets CDF 4.6 7.82 ± 0.38 (stat.) ± 0.37 (syst.) ± 0.15 (Ztheory)

(� = e,μ) D0 5.3 7.78+0.77
−0.64 (stat. + syst. + lumi.)

dilepton CDF 5.1 7.3 ± 0.7 (stat.) ± 0.5 (syst.) ± 0.4 (lumi.)

ee,μμ, eμ D0 5.4 7.36+0.90
−0.79 (stat. + syst. + lumi.)

all-hadronic CDF 2.9 7.2 ± 0.5 (stat.) ± 1.1 (syst.) ± 0.4 (lumi.)

MET+jets CDF 2.2 7.99 ± 0.55 (stat.) ± 0.76 (syst.) ± 0.46 (lumi.)

and expected yield. There is great value in measuring the
t t production cross section in multiple channels then, since
each attempt must necessarily approach the measurement in
a unique way. An ultimate combination of all independent
results would have enhanced sensitivity.

Table 1 is not intended to be an exhaustive history of
Tevatron Run II t t measurements. The most sensitive t t

cross section measurements are in the �+jets and dilepton
channels; hence, the most modern published results exploit-
ing the largest data samples are listed for those channels.
Other preliminary high statistics Tevatron results are avail-
able with competitive or superior sensitivity but are not in-
cluded here. Further complicating matters is that some re-
cent Run II published results make a different assumption
for the mass of the top quark, mt ; since the acceptance
for t t events is dependent on mt , the measured σtt must
be quoted at some assumed mt value. Here we chose to
only include results here that make the same assumption
(mt = 172.5 GeV/c2) as the main �+jets and dilepton analy-
ses to facilitate comparison. Lastly some results having large
uncertainties relative to the results from the �+jets and dilep-
ton channels, these were not included either.

Several qualitative features of these results can be iden-
tified: First, the NLO prediction for the t t production cross
section at the Tevatron has been recently calculated by Moch
and Uwer [15]: σ NLO

t t
= 7.5 ± 0.7 pb. The results listed in

Table 1 are all completely consistent with this prediction
from theory. Each measurement listed is consistent with the
NLO prediction within 1σ uncertainties.

The most precise measurement of σtt [66] is extracted
from a measurement of the ratio R = σtt /σZ . In the mea-
surement of R, several sources of systematic uncertainty
cancel; one can then exploit the superior precision of the
theoretical Z production cross section to achieve a mea-
sured σtt with significantly reduced systematic uncertainty
over conventional methods. Two such measurements were
executed at CDF; the most precise measurement discarded
b-tagging information, due to the systematic uncertainties
one incurs when using tagging variables, and exploited a
neural network for final event classification, examining the
kinematic variables of the events. This superior Tevatron σtt

result is now statistics limited; this measurement will there-
fore benefit from an updated result exploiting the full Teva-

tron Run II data sample. The final systematic uncertainty is
comparable to the statistical uncertainty, so it is important
to keep the systematic uncertainty in mind for future anal-
yses; dominant remaining sources of systematic uncertainty
include the uncertainty on the scale for jet energy measure-
ments and uncertainty in the modeling of signal t t and back-
ground W+jets events.

The best Tevatron measurement of σtt has a relative to-
tal uncertainty of ∼7 %. Note that the NLO theoretical
prediction has a relative uncertainty of ∼9 %. Hence, the
precision of the measurement of the t t is now exceeding
that of the theoretical prediction; to identify new physics
through an observed discrepancy in the measured σtt with
respect to theory, then new, more precise theoretical predic-
tions will be necessary. While approximate higher order cal-
culations exist, no complete NNLO is currently available.
Hence, many in the top-quark physics community are ea-
ger for the measurement of the differential production cross
sections of top-quark pairs in the high-statistics samples at
the LHC experiments to look for possible indications of new
physics.

As discussed above, the main production mechanism for
top-quark pairs at the Tevatron is quark–antiquark annihi-
lation, whereas at the LHC top-quark pairs come mostly
through gluon–gluon fusion. Hence, in addition to simply
probing top-quark production at a higher center-of-mass col-
lision energy, measurements of the t t production cross sec-
tion at the LHC also test our understanding of the top-quark
pair production mechanism in a fundamentally new regime.
Additionally, early LHC measurements [72, 73] of the t t

production cross section were used to demonstrate the health
of the LHC and the general purpose experiments CMS and
ATLAS.

Table 2 contains a summary of the published measure-
ments of σtt from CMS and ATLAS using the full 2010 data
sample [74–77]. New analyses exploiting the full statistics
of the 2011 LHC run remain preliminary [78–85].

Similar qualitative observations can be made regarding
these early LHC measurements as were made for the sum-
mary of Tevatron Run II results. The prediction from NLO
theory indicates that σ NLO

t t
= 157 ± 24 pb [15–17, 20]; each

of the results in Table 2 is consistent with this NLO predic-
tion within 1σ total uncertainty. The best current measure-
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Table 2 Summary of published
LHC results on the t t

production cross section. All
measured σtt assume a
top-quark mass of
172.5 GeV/c2

Channel Experiment Lint (fb−1) σtt (pb)

�+jets—kinematics only CMS 0.036 173+39
32 (stat. + syst.) ± 7 (lumi.)

�+jets—with b-tagging CMS 0.036 150 ± 9 (stat.) ± 17 (syst.) ± 6 (lumi.)

dilepton CMS 0.036 168 ± 18 (stat.) ± 14 (syst.) ± 7 (lumi.)

ATLAS 0.035 171 ± 20 (stat.) ± 14 (syst.)+8
−6 (lumi.)

ment at the LHC comes from the �+jets channel at CMS
in an analysis that exploited b-tagging in event classifica-
tion. This technique extracted the t t content of the selected
sample through a profile likelihood fit to the number of total
reconstructed jets, the number of b-tagged jets, and the sec-
ondary vertex mass distribution in the data. The main sys-
tematic uncertainties are taken into account when maximiz-
ing the profile likelihood, hence the systematic uncertainty
on the measured t t cross section is reduced with respect to
more conventional techniques. Under these conditions, this
result achieves a sensitivity to σtt comparable to that of NLO
theory.

All these 2010 LHC results will soon be eclipsed in terms
of sensitivity by the results from the full 2011 LHC data
sample. At the time of preparation of this Review, all of
the 2011 results remain preliminary. With the high statis-
tics 2011 data samples, reduction of systematic uncertainty
will be the top priority in all measurements of σtt .

After discovery of the top quark through the strong in-
teraction and subsequent measurement of the top quark’s
mass, electroweak production of single top quarks became
the next major goal in top-quark physics. Single top quark
production is not just a curiosity; the single top cross section
is sensitive to the CKM matrix element |Vtb|, providing the
opportunity for first direct measurement of this parameter
within the SM.

At the Tevatron, as discussed above, single top quarks
come through two production mechanisms, s- and t-channel
production. In early searches, the s- and t-channel mecha-
nisms were searched for together, looking for evidence of
their combined contribution. The predicted (s + t) channel
production cross section at the Tevatron is 3.0–3.5 pb [26–
32]; although this is roughly half the inclusive t t production
cross section, the task of extracting the single top signal is
made significantly more challenging by the presence of sig-
nificantly more backgrounds in the jet multiplicity bins in
which the signal resides, compared to the relevant jet bins
for top-quark pair production.

First observation of single top quark production was
achieved in 2009 by both CDF [11, 86] and D0 [12]. These
results were combined [87] yielding a measured CDF+D0
single top cross section of

σt = 2.76+0.58
−0.47 (stat. + syst.) pb, (1)

assuming mt = 170 GeV/c2, completely consistent with the
prediction from the SM. This measured cross section corre-
sponds to a measurement of

|Vtb| = 0.88 ± 0.07 (stat. + syst.), (2)

corresponding to a 95 % C.L. lower limit of |Vtb| > 0.77.
These results on |Vtb| are also consistent with the expecta-
tion from the SM (|V SM

tb | ∼ 1.0).
D0 has also measured single top production using explic-

itly the τ+jets signature [64], extracted for the first time the
t-channel cross section separately with a model independent
technique [88], and updated the single top cross section mea-
surement to 5.4 fb−1 [89]. Each of these results is consistent
with SM expectations for electroweak single top production.
A review of Tevatron single top quark results can be found
in [90].

At the LHC, the early focus has been on establish-
ing t-channel single top production directly, given its rel-
atively large predicted cross section. The CMS experiment
performed the first measurement of t-channel single top
production [91] at the LHC in the 36 pb−1 2010 data
sample obtaining a t-channel cross section—summing t

and t̄ contributions—of σ = 83.6 ± 29.8 (stat. + syst.) ±
3.3 (lumi.) pb . Preliminary results from CMS on a search
for the tW channel production [92] and ATLAS on a search
for the s-channel production [93] and a measurement of t-
channel production [94] yield results that are so far consis-
tent with the standard model. With the increased datasets
available in 2011 and 2012 the LHC experiments will con-
tinue to expand the range of single top quark measurements.

4 Measurement of the top quark mass

The top quark mass is a free parameter in the standard model
of particle physics and must thus be experimentally deter-
mined. The top quark mass gives large contribution to elec-
troweak radiative corrections, and can be used together with
other electroweak observables to infer the Higgs boson mass
in both SM and non-SM scenarios [95]. The improvement in
the precision on the top quark mass measurement in the re-
cent years has narrowed significantly the mass range for the
existence of the SM Higgs boson. Also, the precise measure-
ment of this parameter is of crucial importance as it deter-
mines many of the other properties of the top quark: as an
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example, the dependence of the theoretical computation of
σtt̄ from the top quark mass is ≈3 %/(GeV/c2).

Measuring the top quark mass requires a large statis-
tics top quark sample, sophisticated analysis tools, and ex-
cellent understanding of the detector response and of the
physics of t t̄ events [96]. The current most precise mea-
surement [1] of the top quark mass comes from the com-
bination of the CDF and D0 results in the lepton+jets [97,
98] and dilepton channels [99, 100], from the CDF mea-
surements in the all hadronic [101] and MET+jets [102]
channels, and a measurement that is largely independent of
the jet energy scale [103]. The average of the above mea-
surements using the 2001–2009 Tevatron dataset, and of
the earlier results using the 1992–1996 Tevatron data, gives
Mtop = 173.2±0.6 (stat.)±0.8 (syst.) GeV/c2, correspond-
ing to a 0.56 % uncertainty. The largest systematic source
comes from the uncertainty on the signal modeling. As the
systematics include a the JES term that scales with luminos-
ity, a precision below 0.5 % is achievable, once the Tevatron
data accumulated in the 2010–2011 running is incorporated.

The CMS collaboration measured the top quark mass us-
ing the 2010 LHC dataset in the lepton + jets [104] and

Fig. 4 Summary of the Tevatron and LHC measurements of the top
quark mass

dilepton [76] final states, finding good agreement with the
Tevatron result. Using 0.7 fb−1 of data in the lepton + jets
channel, ATLAS measures Mtop = 175.9 ± 0.9 (stat.) ±
2.7 (syst.) GeV/c2 [105]. The precision is currently limited
by the limited understanding of the jet energy scale, the ini-
tial and final state radiation, and tree level modeling un-
certainties. The Tevatron and LHC measurements and their
overall agreement can be seen in Fig. 4.

All the above measurements are calibrated to Monte
Carlo simulations. Thus the mass measured is effectively the
mass definition contained in the LO Monte Carlo used; the-
orists agree that the Monte Carlo mass should be very close
to the top quark pole mass. Beyond LO QCD, the mass of
the top quark is a convention-dependent parameter, the other
dominant convention being the MS scheme. To probe fur-
ther into this ambiguity, the D0 and ATLAS collaborations
compared the measured inclusive t t̄ production cross section
with fully inclusive calculations at higher-order QCD that
involve an unambiguous definition of Mtop and compares
the results to MC [106, 107]. Both measurements favor the
pole mass hypothesis over the M̄S hypothesis.

Due to its short lifetime, the top quark is the only quark
that can be studied before hadronization occurs; this fact al-
lows a unique opportunity to measure directly the mass dif-
ference between a quark and its antiquark as a test of the
CPT symmetry conservation [108]. The measurement of the
difference between the top quark and antitop quark mass
relies on the same techniques that have been developed to
measure the top quark mass. The advantage here is that al-
most all systematics affecting the Mtop measurement cancel

Fig. 5 Summary of the Tevatron and LHC results on the measurement
of the difference among the top and antitop quark mass
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out in the �(Mtop) measurement as they affect the measure-
ment of Mtop and Mantitop in a highly correlated manner.
The CDF [109], D0 [110] and CMS [111] collaborations
measured this difference to be in agreement with the stan-
dard model prediction of no difference, to a precision up to
�Mtop
Mtop

= 0.7 %. A summary of the existing measurements is
shown in Fig. 5.

4.1 Measurement of the top quark width

In the SM, the total decay width of the top quark Γt is
dominated by the partial decay width Γ (t → Wb). The
top quark partial width Γ (t → Wb) has been derived to

be Γ (t → Wb) = GF M3
top

8π
√

2
|Vtb|2. The top quark width Γt

ranges from 1.26 to 1.4 depending on the top quark mass
used (170–175). A measurement of this quantity would test
pQCD and EWK calculations, while deviations from this
value could be induced by decays of top quarks to non-
SM particles such as scalar top partners, charged Higgs, or
FCNC decays. The decay width of an unstable particle can
be measured in principle from its mass spectrum. The width
of the reconstructed top quark mass distribution is domi-
nated by the jet energy resolution, and is typically of the
order of tens of GeV at current experiments. While Γt is far
smaller than the experimental resolution on mreco

t , the shape
of the mass spectrum retains some dependence on the top
quark width. The CDF collaboration utilized the top quark
mass spectrum to measure Γt . The in situ calibration of the
jet energy scale using the hadronically decaying W boson
is performed to suppress the otherwise dominant jet energy
scale uncertainty [112]. Using 4.3 fb−1 of pp̄ collisions,
CDF reports the 68 % CL interval to be 0.3 < Γt < 4.4 GeV.
A more precise measurement of the total width can be ob-
tained from the equation Γt = Γ (t → Wb)/BR(t → Wb),
where the partial width Γ (t → Wb) is measured through
the total production cross section of single top events, and
BR(t → Wb) is measured in top quark pair events [113].
This technique assumes that the tWb coupling leading to
single top quark production is identical to the coupling lead-
ing to top quark decay. The D0 collaboration used as in-
put the measurement of BR(t → Wb) that utilized ∼1 fb−1

of pp̄ collision data [114], and the measurement of the
t-channel single top quark cross section that uses 2.3 fb−1

of data [115] to measure Γt = 1.99+0.69
−0.55 [116]. It is inter-

esting to note that the D0 collaboration recently released
a newer and more precise result for the measurement of
BR(t → Wb)/BR(t → Wq) that utilizes five times more
data, observing a value of 0.90 ± 0.04 [117]. This measure-
ment corresponds to approximately a 2.5σ deviation from
the SM prediction: it will thus be interesting to see the same
measurement performed by the CDF, ATLAS and CMS col-
laborations.

4.2 W -Helicity

As the only quark that decays before hadronization, the top
quark offers a unique opportunity to study directly the elec-
troweak interaction. According to the SM, the V-A structure
of the Wtb vertex leads to the prediction that the W -boson
helicity in top decays will be 69.8 % longitudinal, 30.1 %
left-handed, and 0.041 % right-handed [118–121]. Any de-
viation from these expected values would be a sign of new
physics modifying the Wtb vertex.

Currently the most precise constraints on the W boson
helicity fraction in top decays comes from the combina-
tion of CDF and D0 measurements from the Tevatron [122].
This combination uses three separate measurements, each
described below.

At CDF, the measurement has been performed in the lep-
ton + jets channel using 2.7 fb−1 of integrated luminos-
ity [123]. The purity of the selected data sample is enhanced
by requiring a b-tagged jet as part of the event selection.
The W boson helicity fractions are extracted from the data
using a Matrix Element technique which maximizes the use
of kinematic information from the event. Leading-order ma-
trix elements for both the top pair production signal and the
main backgrounds are included.

CDF has also performed this measurement in the dilepton
channel in 5.1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity [124]. Selected
events are divided into “tagged” and “untagged” subsam-
ples based on the presence of a b-tagged jet, and all events
are used. The W boson helicity fractions are extracted us-
ing the cosine W boson helicity angle cos θ∗, which is de-
fined by the angle between the down type quark from the
W boson decay and the opposite of the top quark direction
in the W boson rest frame. To reconstruct the undetected
neutrino kinematics, both the W boson and top quark mass
constraints are utilized, and experimental resolution on the
detected leptons, jets, and missing transverse energy are ac-
counted for. Ambiguities in the solution coming from jet-
to-lepton pairs and kinematics are resolved by taking the
most probable solution (considering detector resolution) that
gives the smallest effect invariant mass for the t t̄ system.

D0 has performed a measurement of the W boson he-
licity in top decays. This result uses data corresponding to
5.4 fb−1 of integrated luminosity from both the lepton +
jets and dilepton channels [125]. For the lepton + jets data,
events are selected with at least four jets, and two of them
are required to be b-tagged. The signal purity of both the
lepton + jets and the dilepton channels is enhanced using
a multivariate likelihood variable to select a subsample en-
hanced in top quark content. As with the previous measure-
ment, the W boson helicity fractions are extracted from the
cos θ∗ distribution. For the lepton + jets channel, the unde-
tected neutrino is reconstructed using a kinematic fit incor-
porating both W boson mass and top quark mass constraints.
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Table 3 Summary of the Tevatron W helicity combination. Both the
longitudinal fraction f0 and right-handed fraction f+ are reported

Method f0 f+

Model independent (2D) 0.732 ± 0.081 −0.039 ± 0.045

Model dependent (1D) 0.685 ± 0.057 −0.013 ± 0.035

Table 4 Summary of the ATLAS W helicity measurements. Results
are quoted for the longitudinal fraction f0, the left-handed faction f−
and right-handed fraction f+ are reported

Method f0 f− f+

Single Lepton 0.57 ± 0.11 0.35 ± 0.06 0.09 ± 0.09

Combined 0.75 ± 0.08 0.25 ± 0.08 (Assumed zero)

In the dilepton channel, the reconstruction of the two unde-
tected neutrinos is accomplished using a technique similar
to the CDF dilepton measurement.

The individual results are combined using the best lin-
ear unbiased estimator (BLUE) technique [126, 127] which
is capable of accounting for correlations in the systematic
uncertainties. The results are calculated two ways: (1) the
model independent (or 2D) approach where no assumptions
are made about the individual helicity fractions beyond the
requirement that they sum to 1, and (2) the model dependent
(or 1D) approach where either the longitudinal (f0) or right-
handed (f+) is assumed to have the SM expected value, and
the value of the other quantity is extracted (again, assuming
the sum of all fractions is 1). Table 3 summarizes the results
obtained.

ATLAS has also measured the W helicity using both
lepton + jets and dilepton events in data corresponding to
0.7 fb−1 of integrated luminosity [128]. Lepton + jets events
were required to have at least one b-tagged jet, while no b-
tagging requirement was applied to the dilepton channel. For
lepton + jets events, the neutrino kinematics were recon-
structed using a constrained kinematic fit, while the neutri-
nos in dilepton events were reconstructed solving a set of
constraint equations, choosing the solution that gives the
smallest product of transverse neutrino momenta. The W

helicity fractions are extracted from the cos θ∗ distribution.
The results obtained are listed in Table 4. In addition to ex-
tracting the W helicity fractions, the ATLAS data are used
to extract limits on anomalous couplings at the Wtb vertex.

4.3 Spin correlations

Although it is not possible to measure directly the spins of
pair-produced top quarks at hadron colliders, the individual
spins of the top and anti-top quarks are predicted to be sig-
nificantly correlated in the SM [129]. Additionally, within
the SM, the top quark decays via the electroweak interaction

t → Wb long before hadronizing through the strong interac-
tion. Hence, the angular distributions of the final state parti-
cles in t t production will depend on the spin orientations of
the parent t and t quarks [130]. One can use these angular
distributions as a probe of the spin correlation of top-quark
pairs and check for consistency with what is expected in the
SM. Significant de-correlation would indicate that the spins
of the top quarks had flipped before decay—or that the spin
orientation information was not propagated as expected to
the top quark decay products, such as would occur in the
non-SM decay t → H+b.

The t t spin correlation parameter C is defined by

d2σ

d cos θ1d cos θ2
= σ(1 − C cos θ1 cos θc)

4
,

where σ denotes the t t cross section and θi denotes the
angles between the chosen spin-quantization axis and the
direction of flight of the down-type fermion in the W de-
cays, measured in the appropriate rest frame of the t or t .
The value C = +1 (−1) corresponds to fully correlated
(anti-correlated) spins, and C = 0 corresponds to no spin
correlation. Within the SM, for dilepton channel t t pro-
duction at the Tevatron, NLO QCD theory predicts C =
0.78+0.03

−0.04 [130]; the prediction for C in other t t channels
will require a small correction due to because of the differ-
ent spin analyzing power between leptonic and hadronic W

decays [131].
Several spin correlation parameter C measurements have

been attempted at the Tevatron (see for example [132, 133]
for recent published results). None of these measurements,
nor any of the measurements from earlier in the Run II Teva-
tron physics program, had the necessary sensitivity to mea-
sure C with sufficient precision so as to be able to discrim-
inate between the no-correlation and SM-level correlation
hypotheses. Recently, however, the D0 Collaboration per-
formed a measurement in a data sample corresponding to
5.4 fb−1 of integrated luminosity that had sufficient sensi-
tivity to eliminate the no-correlation hypothesis [134].

The technique relies on leading-order (LO) matrix ele-
ments (ME) to measure the ratio f of events with correlated
t and t spins to the total number of t t events. It follows then
that f = 1(0) corresponds to complete correlation (zero cor-
relation). The event-by-event t t signal probability Psgn can
be calculated from the LO MEs for both the correlated and
uncorrelated spin hypotheses. The event-by-event discrimi-
nant R is then defined as

R(x) = Psgn(x; correlated)

Psgn(x; correlated) + Psgn(x;uncorrelated)
.

Templates from the distribution R are constructed from
MC for t t with spin correlations, without spin correlations
and for the largest backgrounds. A multi-component binned
maximum-likelihood fit is then performed in the data; from
the resulting yields one can calculate f .
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The measurement is performed independently in the lep-
ton + jets and dilepton channels and the individual results
are combined. The resulting f is measured as

f = 0.85 ± 0.29 (stat. + syst.). (3)

Recall that f = 0 corresponds to zero correlation among
the t and t quarks. In addition to measuring f , one can al-
ternatively set a lower limit on its range; the values f <

0.344 (0.052) are accordingly excluded at 95 % (99.7 %)
CL. Hence, through this measurement, the zero spin corre-
lation hypothesis in t t production is ruled out for the first
time. The result still suffers from large uncertainties; as it
is statistically limited, updated spin correlation results from
both Tevatron experiments exploiting the full Run II data
sample would be very welcome.

It should be noted that the strength of the spin correla-
tion is predicted to be different at NLO for qq annihilation
and gg fusion production of top-quark pairs [135]. Hence,
given the dominance of gg-fusion-induced t t at the LHC,
measurements at CMS and ATLAS provide an important
complement to the suite of Tevatron measurements, yielding
new insight top-quark pair production. Top-quark spin cor-
relation studies have been undertaken in the early data sam-
ples at the LHC [136]. The techniques employed for mea-
suring the spin correlation are qualitatively similar to those
employed in the Tevatron analyses. These early LHC results
have not yet been published at the time of the preparation of
this Review; however, the preliminary results from the LHC
indicate that the observed level of spin correlation between
top-quark pairs at the LHC is not inconsistent with SM ex-
pectations.

4.4 Resonance searches

A common new physics signature involving top quarks is a
heavy resonance that decays to top quark pairs. One way to
detect such a resonance is by it’s effect on the t t̄ invariant
mass distribution, either directly through a resonant bump,
or through the distortion caused by interference between the
new physics and the Standard Model.

The reference model generally used for a resonant bump
search is a leptophobic Z′ boson that decays preferentially to
top quark pairs with a narrow width ΓZ′ = 0.012MZ′ [137].
However, several other models are also tested, includ-
ing ones involving wider leptophobic Z′ bosons, mas-
sive color-octet states [138], Kaluza–Klein gluon excita-
tions [139, 140], or quantum black holes [141, 142].

The most stringent limits on narrow, leptophobic Z′ pro-
duction come from the Tevatron. Using 4.8 fb−1 of data, the
CDF experiment sets a 95 % C.L. limit on the mass of the
Z′ at mZ′ < 900 GeV/c2 [143]. This analysis selects events
in the lepton + jets topology and increases the signal purity
by requiring at least four jets, at least one of which must be

b-tagged. The sensitivity of this analysis is improved using a
matrix element technique in which the SM t t̄ matrix element
is used to construct a per event probability density function
for mtt̄ . CDF performs a similar analysis in the all-hadronic
final state with 2.8 fb−1 of data and obtains a 95 % exclusion
of Z′ → t t̄ production for mZ′ < 805 GeV/c2 [144]. D0 ex-
cludes Z′ production at the 95 % C.L. for mZ′ < 835 GeV/c2

using 5.3 fb−1 of data [145]. In this analysis, D0 uses the
lepton + jets for events with at least three jets, and further
enhances signal purity using a neural network b-tagger.

Currently, neither the ATLAS nor CMS experiments
has the sensitivity to exclude the narrow, leptophobic Z′
model for any range of Z′ mass. In 1.1 fb−1 of data,
CMS is able to exclude leptophobic Z′ production where
the Z′ has a width ΓZ′ = 0.03MZ′ in the mass ranges
805 GeV/c2 < mZ′ < 935 GeV/c2 and 960 GeV/c2 < mZ′ <

1060 GeV/c2 [146]. This analysis reconstructs top pair can-
didates in the μ+jets signature, using special reconstruc-
tion and event selection techniques aimed at identifying
“boosted” t t̄ events where the top quark decay products
have become collimated. Using a similar boosted recon-
struction technique in 0.9 fb−1 of data, CMS excludes pro-
duction of Kaluza–Klein gluon excitations in a mass range
of 1.0 TeV/c2 < M < 1.5 TeV/c2 [147]. ATLAS searches
for narrow resonances in both the lepton plus jets and dilep-
tonic final states. ATLAS excludes Kaluza–Klein gluon ex-
citations within the Randall–Sundrum model for masses
below 840 GeV/c2 using 0.84 fb−1 in the dilepton chan-
nel [148], and below 650 GeV/c2 using 200 pb−1 data in
the lepton + jets channel citeatlasZPrimeLJ. Using 33 pb−1

of data in the lepton + jets final state, ATLAS excludes the
production of quantum black holes for black hole masses
M < 2.35 TeV/c2 at 95 % C.L. [149].

Beyond the narrow resonance search strategy, CDF per-
forms a search color octet vector particles with widths rang-
ing from Γ = 0.05M to Γ = 0.5M , over a mass range from
400 GeV/c2 to 800 GeV/c2 [150]. In this analysis, the in-
variant mass distribution of events selected in the lepton +
jets final state is reconstructed using dynamical likelihood
method (DLM) to form an mtt̄ probability density function
for each event. The effects of interference between the color
octet and Standard Model gluon are included in this search.
No signal is seen an limits are placed on the color octet cou-
pling strength λ as a function of the color octet particle mass
and width.

Finally, to examine the t t̄ invariant mass spectrum inde-
pendent of any specific new physics model, one can measure
the differential top pair production cross section as a func-
tion of the top pair invariant mass. Using 2.7 fb−1 of data,
CDF measures dσ/dmtt̄ using lepton + jets events where
at least one of the jets is b-tagged [151]. The underlying
dσ/dmtt̄ distribution is extracted from the reconstructed mtt̄

distribution using a regularized unfolding technique based
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on singular value decomposition (SVD). Consistency with
the Standard Model is evaluated using the Anderson-Darling
statistic with the conclusion that no evidence of new physics
is present.

New high mass states can also manifest themselves as
resonances in single top quark production. The most com-
mon example of such a resonance is a heavy W ′ boson
that arises in a number of extensions to the SM [152–159].
Both D0 and CDF search for such new states by looking
for evidence of a resonance in the reconstructed tb invari-
ant mass distribution. Both analyses looks at data selected
in the lepton + jets final state requiring a single energetic
electron or muon and two or more reconstructed jets. The
CDF analysis uses a dataset corresponding to 1.9 fb−1 and
requires events to have two or three jets, with at least one
jet being b-tagged [160]. Using the reconstructed tb invari-
ant mass directly, this analysis excludes the production of a
right-handed W ′ for M(W ′) < 800 GeV/c2. The D0 anal-
ysis uses 2.3 fb−1 of data, and incorporates events with
two, three, and four jets, with one or two of the jets be-
ing identified as coming from a b quark [161]. To maxi-
mize sensitivity, each of the distinct signatures in terms of
number of jets and number of b-tagged jets is analyzed sep-
arately. A boosted decision tree (BDT) is used to further
increase sensitivity. The BDT incorporates input variables
related to the tb reconstructed mass, and kinematic prop-
erties of the individual reconstructed objects. This analysis
excludes W ′ masses below 863 GeV/c2 to 916 GeV/c2 de-
pending on the assumptions about the allowed W ′ helicity
and the existence of a right-handed neutrino with mass less
than the W ′ mass. The lowest mass exclusion M(W ′) <

863 GeV/c2 comes in the case of a purely right-handed
W ′ with m(νR) < M(W ′), analogous to the scenario used
for the CDF limit. Allowing theeW ′ to have both left- and
right-handed couplings increases the exclusion to its highest
value: M(W ′) < 916 GeV/c2.

4.5 Forward–backwards asymmetry

Although a narrow resonant state with a mass larger than
twice the top quark mass would most dramatically appear in
the mtt̄ distribution, states with larger widths or masses be-
yond the reach of the accelerator in question would not be so
apparent. However, the existence of such states coupling to
t t̄ could be inferred from their effects on distributions like
the top forward–backward asymmetry AFB . Non-standard
model t-channel processes can also be observed in AFB .
For an extensive review of new physics explanations mo-
tivated by the Tevatron AFB results see [162]. Because of
the differences between the pp̄ and pp initial states of the
Tevatron and the LHC, there are significant differences in
the approaches taken for AFB analyses at experiments from
the two colliders.

At the Tevatron, the forward–backward asymmetry mea-
sures the relative number of events in which the direction
of the top quark produced in the t t̄ pair follows the pro-
ton direction (forward events) compared to events in which
the top quark direction is oriented along the anti-proton di-
rection (backwards events). The precise definition depends
on the reference frame used to calculate the top quark di-
rection. One common choice is to define the asymmetry in
the t t̄ reference frame, which is equivalent to looking at the
frame-independent rapidity difference between the t and t̄

quarks �y = yt − yt̄ :

Att̄
FB = N(�y > 0) − N(�y < 0)

N(�y > 0) − N(�y < 0)
. (4)

Alternatively, one can measure the asymmetry in the labora-
tory frame by looking at the sign of the rapidity of the top
quark measured in the lab frame:

A
pp̄
FB = N(yt > 0) − N(yt < 0)

N(yt > 0) − N(yt < 0)
. (5)

Defining AFB in the t t̄ reference frame has the advantage
of being more directly sensitive to any t t̄ production asym-
metries, as well as being easier to interpret theoretically.
However, it also requires a complete reconstruction of the
t t̄ system, including accounting for any undetected neutri-
nos. Therefore, the experimental precision of A

pp̄
FB is usually

better than Att̄
FB .

At leading order, the SM predicts no asymmetry in top
pair production. However, beyond leading order, interfer-
ences from higher-order qq̄ annihilation diagrams result in
a small asymmetry. Calculated in the t t̄ rest frame, this
asymmetry is approximately Att̄

FB = 7–9 %, while in the lab

frame the asymmetry is expected to be A
pp̄
FB = 4–5 % [163,

164].
Both the D0 and the CDF experiments measure AFB us-

ing the lepton + jets channel. The D0 result is based on
5.4 fb−1 of integrated luminosity [165] while the CDF anal-
ysis uses 5.3 fb−1 [166]. Both analyses require the pres-
ence of at least one b-tagged jet to increase the signal pu-
rity. They also both report Att̄

FB , fully corrected for detector
acceptance and resolution effects. To reconstruct the t t̄ sys-
tem, D0 and CDF use similar kinematic fitters which vary
the measurements of the objects in the event according to
their experimental resolutions, constraining the lepton and
neutrino four-vectors as well as the hadronically-decaying
W boson jet four vectors to the MW = 80.4 GeV/c2, as
well as the Wb mass of both top quark candidates to Mt =
172.5 GeV/c2. The jet-to-parton assignment is resolved by
choosing the combination that results in the smallest χ2

value for the kinematic fit, taking into account b-tagging
information when considering combinations. In the t t̄ rest
frame, D0 reports Att̄

FB = 0.196 ± 0.064 while CDF mea-
sures Att̄

FB = 0.158 ± 0.074.
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Both D0 and CDF perform numerous cross checks of
this result. D0 provides the asymmetry measured in the lab
frame using the charge times rapidity q�y� from the leptonic
W decay to determine the rapidity of the top quark in the
lab frame. The D0 measurement A�

FB = 0.152 ± 0.040 can
be compared to the prediction obtained using MC@NLO for
this quantity, A�

FB = 0.021 ± 0.001. CDF reconstructs the
asymmetry in the lab frame using the charge of the lepton
from the lepton W boson decay times the rapidity of the
fully hadronically decaying top quark q�yh. The CDF re-
sult A

pp̄
FB = 0.150 ± 0.055 can be compared to the corre-

sponding prediction from MCFM of A
pp̄
FB = 0.38 ± 0.006.

Both D0 and CDF also report asymmetries observed at vari-
ous stages of event reconstruction and correction. Of partic-
ular interest are asymmetries measured in sub-samples di-
vided by �y or Mtt̄ where new physics effects may be en-
hanced. CDF sees a 3.4 standard deviation excess in AFB

compared to SM expectations computed at NLO for events
with Mtt̄ ≥ 450 GeV/c2. D0 investigates the asymmetry as
a function of |�y| and Mtt̄ at the reconstructed event level
(i.e. not corrected for detector acceptance and resolution)
and sees no statistically significant excesses.

CDF also measures AFB for top events in the dilepton de-
cay mode using 5.1 fb−1 of data [167]. Events are selected
on the basis of having two energetic leptons (electrons or
muons), two energetic jets, and a large amount of missing
transverse energy. This analysis does not employ b-tagging.
Reconstruction of the full t t̄ system proceeds using a kine-
matic fitter, but the process is complicated by the presence
of two undetected neutrinos. Even applying the W -boson
and top quark mass constraints leave the system undercon-
strained. This challenge is addressed by incorporating addi-
tional constraints on ptt̄

z , ptt̄
T , and Mtt̄ using probability den-

sity functions derived from SM expectations. The result is
corrected for detector acceptance, efficiency, and resolution,
yielding Att̄ = 0.42 ± 0.15 (stat.) ± 0.05 (syst.). Combining
the CDF results from the lepton + jets and dilepton channels
results in a measurement of Att̄ = 0.201 ± 0.065 (stat.) ±
0.018 (syst.) [168]. The Tevatron results are summarized in
Fig. 6.

Measuring effects related to AFB in the t t̄ system is par-
ticular challenging at the LHC for two reasons. The most ob-
vious is that the LHC has symmetric initial state. However,
there is a second issue in that non-zero AFB is generated–
either in the SM or in new physics scenarios—via qq̄ initi-
ated processes which make up only a small fraction (∼15 %)
of t t̄ production at the LHC compared to the Tevatron, where
qq̄ contributes about 85 % of top pair production. Nonethe-
less, some effect is visible because in qq̄-initiated processes,
the q is more likely to come from a proton valence quark,
while the q̄ is pulled from the sea quarks. There are sev-
eral options for construction observables sensitive to this ef-
fect. CMS constructs asymmetries in two ways: one based

Fig. 6 Summary of CDF and D0 AFB measurements

on the difference in t and t̄ quark pseudorapidities �|η| =
|ηt | − |ηt̄ | and the other based on the difference of t and t̄

squared rapidities �y2 = (yt − t t̄ ) · (yt + yt̄ ). Using data
corresponding to 1.09 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, CMS
measures A

η
C = −0.016 ± 0.030 (stat.)+0.010

−0.019 (syst.) and

A
y2

C = −0.013 ± 0.026 (stat.)+0.026
−0.021 (syst.) consistent within

uncertainties with the SM expectation [169]. Likewise, AT-
LAS measures the asymmetry using a definition based on
the difference in t and t̄ rapidities �y. In 0.70 fb−1 of data,
ATLAS obtains A

y
C = −0.024±0.016 (stat.)±0.023 (syst.),

again consistent with SM expectations [170].

5 Summary of the current knowledge of the top quark

The Tevatron collider has now produced a sample of top
quarks two orders of magnitude larger than what was needed
for discovery. The top quark properties have been measured
in all of the top quark final states, including the most com-
plex ones such as the all-hadronic final states, and decays
with taus. The ever-increasing dataset has allowed a rapid
expansion in the horizon of feasible top quark properties
measurements, pushing the experimenters ingenuity.
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More than 200 published results by both the CDF and
D0 collaboration establish a picture of the top quark that
corresponds closely to the one predicted by the SM. The
measurement of the total cross sections for t t̄ has a rela-
tive precision of 7 %, better than the current best theoret-
ical determination; its precision can be improved analyz-
ing further data. A better understanding of NNLO QCD
computations would be needed in order to extract mean-
ingful information. The uncertainty on the cross section for
t t̄γ production will benefit from larger datasets. The preci-
sion on Vtb is now of the order of 8 %; it can be reduced
to 5 % using Tevatron only data. A precision beyond this
value will require the larger LHC dataset, advanced under-
standing of the relevant systematics, and improved theo-
retical predictions. The single best known top quark prop-
erty is the top quark mass, with a precision now approx-
imately 0.5 %. This goal far surpassed Tevatron estima-
tion for the Run II, and the goal set for the LHC collider
experiments. The uncertainty on the top quark mass now
translates into a negligible uncertainty on other top quark
properties measurements, thus allowing stringent compar-
isons of the experimentally determined quantities against
SM predictions. The current precision on Mtop translates
into such a precision in the prediction of the Higgs bo-
son mass that this prediction is now limited by the preci-
sion on the measurement of the W boson mass. The pre-
cision on the measurement of the difference between top
and antitop masses, ≈0.7 %, is limited by the current statis-
tics, where a twofold increase in relative precision will be
soon possible. The top quark width has been measured di-
rectly and indirectly, with the latter introducing more as-
sumptions but allowing increased precision, now of the or-
der of 30 %. The BR(t → Wb) is measured to a 4 % level.
Perhaps most interestingly, the latest measurement shows
a deviation of 2.5σ from SM predictions. This measure-
ment is already limited by the understanding of systematic
sources, so an increase in statistics would not change dra-
matically the picture. The measurement of rare top decays
are excluded up to ≈10−3 level. The Tevatron experiments
have currently reached sensitivity to the measurement of the
forward–backward asymmetry in t t̄ events. This is currently
the only place where the experimental determination devi-
ates from the SM predictions by more than 3σ . More work
is needed both on the theoretical and on the experimental
side to understand whether this is a statistical fluctuation, an
underestimation of the SM computation, or the first sign of
new physics in top quark events. Measuring the same quan-
tity for b and c quarks would also help to clarify the situation
[171, 172]. The LHC measurements of the top charge asym-
metry is in reasonable agreement with the SM prediction.
Still, due to the different initial state at the LHC pp col-
lider with respect to the Tevatron pp̄ collider, the two mea-
surement provide different sensitivity to new physics scenar-
ios.

At the time of this writing, there are only a small frac-
tion of the measurements of top quark properties whose pre-
cision is limited by the understanding of systematics un-
certainties, most notably the measurement of the top quark
mass. The vast majority of the measurements are limited
by the currently available datasets. See Table 5 for a global
summary of current measurements.

The search for new physics in samples involving top
quarks has been a very active since the inception of top
quark physics. Several searches for new physics scenarios
with top quarks in the final state have been performed, with-
out showing any sensitive deviation from the SM. The Teva-
tron collider expanded the LEP exclusion for 4th genera-
tion quark by about a factor of four in the exotic quark mass
range. The LHC has already taken over, extending the ex-
clusion range up to approximately 500 GeV in mass for
the up-type and down-type quarks. Several new physics sce-
narios predict top quark pairs to be produced in a resonant
manner. Tevatron and LHC experiments have excluded the
presence of Z′ bosons, Kaluza–Klein gravitons, axigluons
with masses up to approximately 1 TeV. CDF and CMS
pioneered experimental studies of the boosted top signa-
tures as a powerful probe to extend new physics searches
well beyond 1 TeV. The LHC measurements of the top
charge asymmetry will soon be able to test the SM predic-
tion.

6 Future prospects at the LHC

Although the Tevatron run has concluded, the LHC is
projected to have a long future. The stated goal for the
full LHC lifetime (projected to extend through 2030) is
≥3000 fb−1 [173]. This projection relies on the LHC reach-
ing instantaneous luminosities of at least 5×1034 cm−2 s−1.
Of course, reaching this goal will require passing through a
number of intermediate phases [173, 174]:

2012: As of this writing the proposal for 2012 is to increase
the LHC center of mass energy to 8 TeV and to accumu-
late an integrated luminosity in the range of 10–16 fb−1. To
achieve the high end of these projections the LHC peak in-
stantaneous luminosity would need to increase by approx-
imately a factor of two.

∼2015–2020: After a shutdown lasting between one and
two years to repair the magnet splices, the LHC would
begin running again at center of mass energy somewhere
between 13 TeV and 14 TeV. Planning to reach peak in-
stantaneous luminosities up to 2×1034 cm−2 s−1, the LHC
should deliver an integrated luminosity starting around 20–
30 fb−1 in the first year, and eventually reaching as high as
∼100 fb−1.

∼2021–2030: After another shutdown for upgrades to in-
crease the LHC luminosity, as well as to improve the de-
tectors ability to handle high pileup environments, the LHC
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Table 5 Cross sections for ttbar
are computed by Moch and
Uwer. Cross sections for single
top are computed by Kidonakis

Observable SM Meas. Exp.

Mt (GeV) – 173.2 ± 0.9 Tevatron

Mt − Mt̄ (GeV) 0 −1.2 ± 1.3 CMS

Γt (GeV) 1.3 1.99+0.66
−0.55 D0

Qtop +2/3 	= −4/3 at 99 % CL CDF

Vtb 0.998 0.91 ± 0.08 Tevatron

σtt̄ @ 1.96 TeV (pb) 7.5 ± 0.7 7.7 ± 0.5 CDF

σtt̄j @ 1.96 TeV (pb) 1.8 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.5 CDF

σtt̄γ @ 1.96 TeV (pb) 0.17 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.08 CDF

σtb @ 1.96 TeV (pb) 0.98 ± 0.04 1.8+0.7
−0.5 CDF

σtq(b)@ 1.96 TeV (pb) 2.16 ± 0.12 2.90 ± 0.59 D0

σtt̄ @ 7 TeV (pb) 160 ± 10 179 ± 12 ATLAS

σtq(b) @ 7 TeV (pb) 65 ± 3 90+33
−22 ATLAS

BR(t → Wb) 0.99 0.90 ± 0.04 D0

BR(t → Zq) ≈10−12 <3.2 × 10−3 D0

BR(t → ug) ≈10−10 <2 × 10−4 D0

BR(t → cg) ≈10−10 <3.9 × 10−3 D0

F 0 0.698 0.685 ± 0.057 Tev

F+ <10−3 −0.014 ± 0.036 Tev

FSC 1 1.0+0.45
−0.34 ATLAS

gg→t t̄

qq̄→t t̄
@ 1.96 TeV 0.15 0.07+0.14

−0.07 CDF

AFB 5 % 20 ± 7 % CDF/D0

AFB (mtt̄ > 450 GeV) 8 % 48 ± 11 % CDF

will begin running in a new high luminosity regime. In this
era, peak instantaneous luminosities would reach as high
as 5 × 1034 cm−2 s−1, corresponding to on the order of
100 pileup pp interactions per bunch crossing. Annual in-
tegrated luminosity totals would range between 100 fb−1

to 300 fb−1.

The tremendous growth in the top quark samples at the
LHC will allow measurements of top quark properties with
extreme precision, effectively removing the statistical un-
certainty many measurements. Cross section measurements
will evolve from measurements of inclusive production to
measurements of differential and double-differential distri-
butions. The large datasets and higher energies will also
greatly extend the reach of searches, such as the search
for a heavy resonance decaying to top quark pairs or addi-
tional generations of quarks with top-like signatures. Mea-
surements of objects produced in association with top quark
pairs, such as t t̄Z, t t̄W , t t̄bb̄, and t t̄ t t̄ , will reach SM level
of sensitivity, probing new physics scenarios that would
show up as enhancements in these rates. Depending on how
the search for the Higgs boson unfolds, one of the poten-
tially most interesting processes connected to the top quark,
production of top quarks in association with a Higgs boson,
could begin to become accessible when the dataset reaches
the level of 30–100 fb−1 of integrated luminosity [175–178].

Finally, increasingly rare top quark decays will become ac-
cessible, from BSM decays like t → H+b to the SM decay
t → WZb.

An important consideration in all of these measurements
is that most of them will rapidly become limited by system-
atic uncertainties, particularly those related to background
predictions, unless further progress can be made to improve
them beyond current levels. For example, studies suggest
that theoretical uncertainties on the irreducible t t̄bb̄ back-
ground will significantly reduce the significance of the t t̄H

signal unless the uncertainties can be reduced from present
levels. Therefore, it is quite likely that further progress in
top quark physics will follow in the wake of improvements
in modeling the background fueled by insights derived from
the high statistics LHC dataset.

Finally, despite the high statistics, some measurements
from the Tevatron will remain difficult to repeat at the LHC.
In particular, any measurement relying on qq̄ → t t̄ pro-
duction will be difficult to access among the high rate of
gg → t t̄ . For example, as mentioned previously, the intrigu-
ing excess in AFB observed at the Tevatron will not be di-
rectly accessible at the LHC, and alternative strategies will
have to be employed to probe effects related to AFB at the
LHC.
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7 Conclusions

The Tevatron collider just ended its second and last Run,
producing two orders of magnitude more top quark events
than its Run I predecessor. This large increase allowed a big
leap forward in the understanding of the top quark. All t t̄

final states have now been unambiguously observed (5σ );
the electroweak single top quark production has been ob-
served in the final state including leptons, providing the first
direct measurement of Vtb . Many analysis techniques and
tools useful for top quark physics have been tested and re-
fined. The top quark mass has been measured with very
large precision (<1 %) and the experimental precision of
the top quark pair production cross section now surpasses
the theoretical one. The study of other top quark properties,
as well as the direct search for new physics involving top
quarks has largely advanced, but still they are mostly sta-
tistically limited. The top quark as of today appears to be
mostly the one predicted by the SM, with the notable excep-
tion of the anomalously large forward–backward asymme-
try, showing multiple deviation at the 3σ level from the NLO
prediction, and confirmed by both Tevatron experiments.
This is the most compelling example of the uniqueness of
the pp̄ collisions at the Tevatron. As most measurements—
including the aforementioned—use only half of the exist-
ing dataset, it will be crucial to obtain the final Tevatron re-
sults.

The LHC collider restarted its operation in 2009 after
a the shutdown induced by faulty electrical connection be-
tween the accelerator magnets; in summer 2011 the num-
ber of collisions producing top quarks equaled the Teva-
tron sample. Thanks to the spectacular LHC performances,
at the time of this writing the ATLAS and CMS top quark
datasets already exceed Tevatron’s by one order of magni-
tude. Several measurements already surpassed in precision
previous Tevatron results, and tools for the exploration of
NP beyond the TeV scale in top events have been tested
successfully. With the ever-increasing dataset, the search for
rare top decays will become increasingly important, as well
as the production of top quarks together with heavy vector
bosons (W/Z), and eventually with the Higgs. All of the
above measurements would test stringently the SM, while
any deviation would be a clear sign of new physics. Direct
searches for new physics will allow soon the observation
or exclusion conclusively of the existence of 4th generation
quarks, as well as the existence of SUSY scalar partners of
top quarks.

This is the most interesting time ever for top quark
physics: the multitude of SM tests in top quark properties
measurements, its increasing connection to flavor physics,
and the fact that the top quark sits at the highest SM energy
scale, guarantee that the heaviest SM particle will be capti-
vating the attention of physicists for years to come.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Cre-
ative Commons Attribution License which permits any use, distribu-
tion, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s)
and the source are credited.
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